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1 Abstract  

Background: Chronic non-specific low back pain (CNSLBP) has been associated with impaired 

postural control. The diaphragm, the primary inspiratory muscle, also plays an important role 

in postural control. An association between CNSLBP and impaired diaphragm functioning has 

been demonstrated in previous studies. The primary objective of this study is to evaluate the 

extent of impairment in diaphragm function (i.e. diaphragm strength and diaphragm fatigue) 

in persons with CNSLBP compared to  age, sex and BMI-matched healthy controls (HC).  

Methods: Nine persons with CNSLBP (31 yr, 6 male, 26.3 kg/m2) and nine age-, gender- and 

BMI-matched healthy controls (30.2 yr, 6 male, 24 kg/m2) were included in this cross-sectional 

comparative study. Diaphragm strength was measured using maximal inspiratory pressure 

(MIP). To induce inspiratory muscle fatigue, and thus diaphragm fatigue,  a cardiopulmonary 

exercise test (CPET) was conducted. The difference in percentages in MIP before and after the 

CPET was used for measuring diaphragm fatigue immediately, 15 minutes and 30 minutes 

after CPET.  

Results: No difference was found in baseline MIP between CNSLBP group and the control 

group (p=0.3161/ p=0.2981). There was no significant diaphragm fatigue present within both 

groups at T1, T2 and T3 after the CPET. For the CNSLBP group diaphragm fatigue was 3.32% 

(T1), 8.23% (T2) and 2.84% (T3). The HC group had a diaphragm fatigue of 2.85% (T1), 1.25% 

(T2) and 3.26% (T3). A significant difference in diaphragm fatigue between both groups was 

also not found (T1: p=0.9874; T2: p=0.5766; T3: p=0,9995). 

Conclusion: Diaphragm strength and exercise-induced fatigue are not significantly different 

between persons with CNSLBP and  healthy controls.  

Keywords: CNSLBP, MIP, diaphragm strength, diaphragm fatigue 
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2 Introduction   

Low back pain (LBP) is the number one cause of disability worldwide and the lifetime 

prevalence reaches up to 84% (Hartvigsen, Hancock et al. 2018) (Balague, Mannion et al. 

2012). Pain becomes chronic in 20% of the LBP cases (Nielens, Van Zundert et al. 2006). 

Chronic LBP is defined as pain in the lower back (e.g. from the lower rib margins to the buttock 

creases) that persists for at least 12 weeks . In 85% of the cases, chronic LBP is not attributable 

to a recognizable, known specific pathology, and is therefore defined as chronic nonspecific 

LBP (CNSLBP). The point prevalence of CNSLBP is estimated at 23% and equally important, the 

point prevalence for persons who suffer from disability in activities of daily living caused by 

CNSLBP is approximately 11-12% (Airaksinen, Brox et al. 2006) (Andersson, Ejlertsson et al. 

1993). 

CNSLBP has been associated with impaired postural control, a term used to describe the way 

the central nervous system regulates sensory information from other systems in order to 

produce adequate motor output to maintain a controlled, upright posture (Saeid 2022). 

Previous studies showed that persons with CNSLBP exhibited altered postural control 

strategies such as rigid ankle strategy rather than a more multisegmental strategy compared 

to healthy controls (Ruhe, Fejer et al. 2011) (Brumagne, Diers et al. 2019). The primary trunk 

muscles involved in postural control are for example the rectus abdominis and the erector 

spinae. These trunk muscle groups are usually examined when studying postural control (Koch 

and Hansel 2019) (Ringheim, Austein et al. 2015). However, respiratory muscles like the 

diaphragm also have a prominent role in postural control (Airaksinen, Brox et al. 2006).  

The diaphragm is a thin, dome-shaped muscle that separates the thoracic and abdominal 

cavity. The diaphragm is the primary inspiratory muscle and it is also involved in postural 

control in multiple manners (Kocjan, Adamek et al. 2017). Firstly, a direct mechanical effect is 

present via the attachments of the diaphragm crura (Hodges, Eriksson et al. 2005). The crura 

are two tendinous structures which are attached to the lumbar vertebra (Kocjan, Adamek et 

al. 2017). Secondly, the diaphragm also has the ability to modulate intra-abdominal pressure 

(iaP). These two mechanisms have been demonstrated to be contributing factors to stiffness 

of the trunk (Hodges, Eriksson et al. 2005). The dual role of the diaphragm has been confirmed 

in healthy persons, persons with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and persons with 

CNSLBP (Kocjan, Adamek et al. 2017) (Hodges 1997) (Hodges 2000) (Janssens, Brumagne et al. 
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2010) (Mohan, Paungmali et al. 2018) (Vermeersch, Janssens et al. 2022) (Hamaoui, Do et al. 

2001) (Beeckmans, Vermeersch et al. 2016) (Janssens, Brumagne et al. 2013). For example, 

when healthy persons performed postural tasks like rapid arm flexion while standing, studies 

have shown significant coactivation of the diaphragm with the abdominal and back muscles 

and an increase in iaP (Hodges 1997) (Hodges 2000). Additionally, Hodges et al. also found 

that diaphragm activity started prior to upper limb movement, this feedforward mechanism 

further strengthened the evidence that the diaphragm plays a role in postural control (Hodges 

and Gandevia 2000). Moreover, during different respiratory rate conditions (slow and fast 

breathing), persons with LBP showed an increase in COP displacement in comparison to 

healthy persons (Hamaoui, Do et al. 2001). Furthermore, it has been shown that when the 

diaphragm of healthy persons and persons with CNSLBP is loaded by inspiratory threshold 

loading and a postural task is performed, postural sway towards anterior posterior increases 

and the use of lumbar proprioception decreases. This finding also reinforces that persons with 

LBP show less optimal postural control strategies (Janssens, Brumagne et al. 2010).  

An association between CNSLBP and impaired diaphragm functioning has been demonstrated 

in different studies (Mohan, Paungmali et al. 2018) (Vermeersch, Janssens et al. 2022) 

(Hamaoui, Do et al. 2001) (Hamaoui, Do et al. 2001) (Beeckmans, Vermeersch et al. 2016). 

Persons with CNSLBP show decreased diaphragm endurance, decreased diaphragm strength 

and increased diaphragm fatigability compared to healthy persons (Mohan, Paungmali et al. 

2018) (Vermeersch, Janssens et al. 2022) (Hamaoui, Do et al. 2001). In addition, LBP has been 

associated with respiratory disorders like dyspnea, asthma and respiratory infections 

(Beeckmans, Vermeersch et al. 2016).   

Different measurement techniques are available for quantification of the strength of the 

diaphragm. Invasive techniques such as esophageal and gastric balloons for recording 

transdiaphragmatic pressure (e.g gastric pressure minus esophageal pressure) are reliable and 

considered as the gold standard for the non-volatile assessment of diaphragm strength. 

However, invasive techniques are often complex, time-consuming, and uncomfortable for the 

patient (Spiesshoefer, Henke et al. 2019).  Non-invasive techniques, such as measurements of 

mouth or nasal pressure are widely applied and accepted (Jalan 2015). An electronic pressure 

transducer can be used for measuring diaphragm muscle strength and norm values have been 

identified in different populations (Torres-Castro, Sepulveda-Caceres et al. 2019). 
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So the primary objective of this study is to evaluate the extent in which impaired diaphragm 

function (i.e. diaphragm strength and diaphragm fatigue) is present in persons with CNSLBP 

compared to healthy controls (HC). So, the first research hypothesis is: Diaphragm strength, 

measured as maximal inspiratory pressure, is reduced in persons with CNSLBP compared to 

HC. The second research hypothesis is: diaphragm fatigue, measured as maximal inspiratory 

pressure after CPET, is increased in persons with CNSLBP compared to HC.  
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3 Methods  

3.1 Design 

The proposed study is a cross-sectional comparative study that was carried out between 

22/08/2022 and 14/04/2023. This study is part of a randomized controlled trial named “The 

Breathe-(H)IT Trial: Multimodal high intensity training to improve diaphragm functioning in 

persons with chronic nonspecific low back pain”.Persons with CNSLBP and healthy controls 

performed measurements at one testing day at REVAL (Hasselt University, Diepenbeek, 

Belgium).  

3.2 Recruitment and study population  

3.2.1 Recruitment  

Eight persons with CNSLBP and eight age-, sex-, and BMI-matched healthy controls were 

recruited through local distribution of flyers (e.g. in pharmacies, libraries, university facilities) 

in Limburg (BE), and adverts on social media. Interested persons received a patient 

information letter, and were invited for an (online) intake session by one of the researchers. 

During the intake session, the information letter was reviewed, study inclusion and exclusion 

criteria were evaluated, and a study-specific screening form concerning red flags for low back 

pain were filled out. 

3.2.2 Eligibility criteria 

3.2.2.1 Persons with CNSLBP  

Dutch-speaking males and females (age 18-65 years) with chronic low back pain (i.e. pain 

localized below the costal margin and above the inferior gluteal folds, with or without referred 

leg pain for a period of at least twelve weeks), with a non-specific origin (i.e. pain of a 

nociceptive mechanical nature, not attributable to a recognizable, known, specific pathology, 

e.g. infection, tumor, osteoporosis, fracture, structural deformity, inflammatory disorder, 

radicular syndrome, or cauda equina syndrome) were eligible for study participation 

(Airaksinen, Brox et al. 2006). All patients were asked to provide proof of this medical 

diagnosis via a general practitioner or specialist referral letter.  
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Persons with CNSLBP were excluded when they had a pacemaker  a chronic obstructive 

respiratory disorder ; comorbidities (e.g. musculoskeletal disorders apart from CNSLBP, 

neurological disorders or respiratory disorders) that can affect correct measurements of the 

MIP (30); negative advice from the general practitioner regarding sports medical screening; or 

were pregnant (Trigano, Blandeau et al. 2005) (Abd El Aziz, Elwahsh et al. 2017) (Moccellin 

and Driusso 2012, Casagrande, Gugala et al. 2015). The eligibility criteria are presented in 

Table 1. 

 

3.2.2.2 Age-, sex- and BMI-matched healthy controls 

Dutch-speaking males and females (age 18-65 years) without acute or chronic musculoskeletal 

complaints (i.e. Numeric Pain Rating Scale < 2/10 in the last 24 hours) were eligible for study 

participation. The exclusion criteria for the healthy controls are the same as those for the 

CNSLBP group.   
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3.3 Outcome measures  

3.3.1 Demographic characteristics  

The following information was collected for both groups: age, gender, body weight (measured, 

kg), and height (measured, cm).  Another characteristic that was included for both groups was 

exercise capacity (l/min). These demographic characteristics were measured to ensure 

baseline characteristics were well balanced between both groups.  

Exercise capacity  

Cardiorespiratory exercise capacity was evaluated by using a continuous graded maximal 

cycle test (75 rpm) to volitional fatigue on an electronically braked cycle ergometer (eBike 

Basic, General Electric GmbH, Bitz, Germany). Maximal workload (Wmax), and time to 

exhaustion (TTE) were evaluated (Lluch Girbés E 2016). Participants started at a low 

workload that gradually increased after each completed minute (30W+15W/min). Maximal 

oxygen uptake (VO2max), expiratory volume (VE), respiratory exchange ratio (RER), and 

heart rate were determined through breath-by-breath gas exchange analysis (Cortex 

MetaMax 3B) and heartrate monitoring (Polar®, Finland). A minimum respiratory exchange 

ratio (RER) threshold of 1.10 was used to evaluate proper validity of the maximum effort 

(Thompson, Arena et al. 2013).  

3.3.2 Baseline characteristics in CNSLBP group 

For the CNSLBP group, baseline characteristics regarding their condition were checked. 

Different questionnaires were used to measure disability, pain, depression and anxiety.  

Disability  

The Modified Oswestry Disability Index (MODI) is a valid and reliable questionnaire for 

evaluating constraints experienced by persons in their daily activities due to chronic low 

back pain (Denteneer, Van Daele et al. 2018). It consists of ten items scored on a five-point 

scale. The total score is expressed in percentage and displays the degree of functional 

limitation. (0-20%: minimal disability; 20-40%: moderate disability; 41-60%: severe disability; 

61-80%: cripple; 81-100%: bed-bound) 
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Pain 

The Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) assesses the severity of pain, its impact on functioning, the 

location of pain, pain medications, and the amount of pain relief in the past 24 hours 

(Stanhope 2016). The body chart of this questionnaire was used to record the extent of pain, 

using the pain drawing method (Barbero, Moresi et al. 2015). The extent of pain might 

indicate the presence of widespread pain, which has been associated with altered 

nociceptive pain processing in chronic joint pain (Lluch Girbés E 2016). The BPI-Visual 

Analogue Scale was used for the baseline characteristics. The BPI-VAS is expressed on a scale 

of 10 and higher score means higher pain intensity.  

Depression 

The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) is widely used as a self-reported questionnaire for 

assessing depression in persons with chronic pain (Geisser, Roth et al. 1997). It consists of 21 

items scored on a four-point scale (0-3). Item scores are summed to obtain the total score 

with a maximal score of 63. A higher total score indicates more symptoms of depression. 

(Minimal depression: 0-13/63; mild depression: 14-19/63; moderate depression 20-28/63; 

severe depression: 29-63/63). 

Anxiety 

The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) is a questionnaire for assessing state anxiety (i.e. 

anxiety about an event) and trait anxiety (i.e. anxiety as a personal characteristic) (Metzger 

1976). It consists of 40 items scored on a four-point scale. Item scores are added to obtain 

the total score with a higher score indicating greater anxiety. The maximal score for both the 

STAI-state as the STAI-trait is 40 and they have both the same interpretation. (Low anxiety: 

20-39/80; moderate anxiety: 40-59/80; high anxiety 60-80/80) 
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3.3.3 Primary outcome measures 

3.3.3.1 Diaphragm strength 

Maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP) is a reliable measure) to quantify inspiratory muscle 

strength. MIP will be measured at residual volume according to the method of Black and Hyatt 

(37) using an electronic pressure transducer (POWERbreathe International Ltd., type KH1, 

Warwickshire, UK) (Laveneziana, Albuquerque et al. 2019) (Black and Hyatt 1969). A minimum 

of five repetitions were performed, and tests were repeated until there was less than 5% 

difference between the best and second-best test. The highest pressure sustained over 1 

second was defined as MIP (Rochester and Arora 1983). 

3.3.3.2 Diaphragm fatigue 

Diaphragm fatigue is defined as a reduction in the ability to produce inspiratory force following 

contractile activity (Kabitz, Walker et al. 2007). First, MIP was measured using an electronic 

pressure transducer (POWERbreathe International Ltd., type KH1, Warwickshire, UK). Then, 

the participant performed a maximal cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET) on a bicycle 

ergometer. The MIP-measurement was repeated immediately, 15 minutes and 30 minutes 

after the CPET. The difference between the MIP-values before and after the CPET was used as 

a measure of diaphragm fatigue. Within the CNSLBP and HC group, differences were 

calculated and afterwards the difference between these groups was calculated.  

3.4 Data analysis 

The obtained data was analyzed by JMP Pro (16.1 SAS Inc, Cary, USA). Baseline characteristics 

of the participants were compared. Normality was checked with the Shapiro-Wilk test. The 

Brown-Forsythe test was used to check if the variances were equal. A rank-sum test and two-

sample t-test were performed because conditions were met and the sample size of both 

groups were less than twenty.  To perform a test on nominal data between 2 groups, a Fisher’s 

exact test was conducted. This test was conducted because conditions were not met.  

The statistical analysis for diaphragm strength was conducted with one-sided tests. The first 

null hypothesis stated that the diaphragm strength of the CNSLBP group was higher or equal 

in comparison to the control group. The alternative hypothesis stated that the diaphragm 

strength of the CNSLBP group was lower in comparison to the control group (H01: µDS-CNSLBP ≥ 

µDS-cotrol, HA1:  µDS-CNSLBP < µDS- control).  
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A rank-sum test and two-sample t-test were performed because conditions were met and the 

sample size of both groups were less than twenty. The tests were performed with a 

significance level of 0,05.  

The tests for measuring diaphragm fatigue were also one-sided. The second null hypothesis 

stated that the diaphragm fatigue of the CNSLBP group was lower or equal in comparison to 

the control group. The alternative hypothesis stated that the diaphragm fatigue of the CNSLBP 

group was higher in comparison to the control group (H02: µDF-CNSLBP ≤ µDF-cotrol  HA2:  µDF-CNSLBP 

> µDF- control). A linear mixed model analysis was performed with diaphragm fatigue as a 

dependent variable. Mean percentages of the MIP values (MIP strength compared to MIP 

after CPET) were used for diaphragm fatigue. Group and time were used as fixed effects and 

these effects were also crossed and used as an interaction term. A Tukey honest significant 

difference (HSD) test was performed to correct for multiple comparisons in this study. It was 

used to examine the between and within group differences in diaphragm fatigue.   

3.5 Sample size  

An a priori sample size calculation was performed for the primary research question. The 

required sample size to detect a standardized effect size of 1 (10% difference divided by a 

standard deviation of 10%) with 80% power and a significance level of 0.05 is 14 persons per 

group. Assuming a 10% attrition rate, the adjusted sample size is 16 per group.  
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4 Results 

4.1 Demographic characteristics 

Demographic characteristics of the participants are displayed in Table 2. A total number of 18 

persons participated in the study. There was no difference in age (p=0.4343/0.5000), gender 

(p=1.000) and BMI (p=0.1415/0.1861). Maximal exercise capacity (VO2max) was also taken 

into account and did not differ between the groups (p=0.0642/0.0910). 

 

Other characteristics of the CNSLBP group were also taken into account through 

questionnaires. These additional characteristics and their interpretation can be found in Table 

3. Mean disability was 17.6% in the CNSLBP group which means the participants were 

minimally disabled. Mean pain of the group was 5.1 on the BPI-VAS with a maximum score of 

10. Depression symptoms measured through the BDI were not present in most participants 

with a mean score of 12.2. On the other hand anxiety was generally present after measuring 

with the STAI-trait but not with the STAI-state. The mean scores were respectively 42.2 and 

38.3 with a maximum score of 80.  
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4.2 Diaphragm strength 

No difference was found in MIP between CNSLBP group 

and the control group (student-t test: p=0.3161, rank-

sum test: p=0.2981). The results of the baseline MIP 

measurement are presented in Figure 1. Mean MIP was 

126.35 cmH2O for the HC group. In the CNSLBP group 

the mean MIP was 118.79 cmH2O. Thus, there is a 

difference of 7,56 cmH20 which accounts for 6,14 % 

difference between the two groups.  

 

 

4.3 Diaphragm fatigue  

Within and between group differences in diaphragm fatigue were measured. Mean difference 

in exercise-induced fatigue and p-values of the within and between group differences are 

displayed in Table 4. Higher scores meant higher exercise-induced fatigue, thus diaphragm 

fatigue.   

Within-group differences 

There was no significant diaphragm fatigue within the HC group at T1, T2 and T3 (T1: p=0.9996, 

T2: p=1.0000, T3: p=0.9981). In the CNSLBP group there was also no diaphragm fatigue 

measurable at T1, T2 and T3 (T1: p=0.9978, T2: p=0.7356, T3: p=0.9997). The highest score in 

diaphragm fatigue was at 15 minutes in the CNSLBP group with a difference of 8.23%. This was 

not statistically significant with a p-value of 0.7356. In conclusion, no diaphragm fatigue could 

be induced by the CPET in either the CNSLBP group or the HC group.  
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Between-group differences 

A statistically significant difference between both groups was also not measured. (T1: 

p=1.0000, T2: p=0.8288, T3: p=1.0000).  At 15 minutes with a difference of 6.98% there was 

also no statistically significant difference between the CNSLBP and HC group measurable with 

a p-value of 0.8288. MIP fatigue at T1, T2 and T3 after CPET in percentages between both 

groups are also displayed in Figure 2. 
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Gender differences 

Furthermore, it was also investigated whether there was a difference in MIP fatigue between 

men and women. A gender difference was found in the CNSLBP group at T2 with a p-value of 

0.0445 but not at T1 and T3 with a p-value of 0.0836 and 0.1549. In the HC group there was 

no significant difference between male and females with p-values of 0.2056, 0.5234 and 

0.1807 for respectively T1, T2 and T3.  The results are shown in Figure 3. 
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5      Discussion  

Overview 

The results indicate that there is no significant difference in diaphragm strength or fatigue 

between the CNSLBP group and HC group. This does not support the hypothesis that 

diaphragm strength and fatigue would differ significantly in persons with CNSLBP  compared 

to healthy controls. However, although diaphragm strength wasn’t significantly different, the 

MIP strength in the HC group was approximately 6.4% higher than in the CNSLBP group. So, 

there is a shift towards a difference.  

Other studies show that when specifically stressing the diaphragm, more fatigue occurs. 

Janssens et al (2013) investigated whether inspiratory muscle fatigue (IMF) occurred after 

different modes and conditions of inspiratory endurance in healthy individuals (Janssens, 

Brumagne et al. 2013). They included studies with five different forms of loading protocol 

were compared, namely (1) inspiratory resistive loading; (2) whole body exercise; (3) 

hyperpnea; (4) inspiratory resistive loading, whole body exercise or hyperpnea under changed 

oxygen or carbon dioxide fractions and (5) a combination of inspiratory resistive loading and 

whole body exercise. Besides, different measurement techniques were included like 

transdiaphragmatic pressure and maximum voluntary contractions. They found that 

independent of which modality, IMF emerged. But the most reliable methods for producing 

IMF were determined to be cycling at 85% of maximum and IRL at intensities between 60 and 

80% of maximum.  

Another study of Janssens et al. supports this finding (Janssens, Brumagne et al. 2013). In this 

similar study, it was investigated whether the people with LBP had more diaphragmatic fatigue 

than healthy controls after inspiratory muscle loading (IML). Ten people with LBP and ten 

healthy controls underwent IML whereby transdiaphragmatic twitch pressure was measured 

before the IML, but also 20 and 45 minutes afterwards. The results showed that diaphragmatic 

fatigue was present to a greater extent in people with LBP, with 80% of this group experiencing 

fatigue after 20 minutes and 70% after 45 minutes. For the healthy controls, this was 40% and 

30%, respectively. This study supports our hypothesis that fatigue occurs more in people with 

LBP compared to healthy controls. What is the cause for these results not being visible in this 

study? In the study of Janssens et al, a different protocol was used to determine fatigue. 
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 Instead of a CPET, an inspiratory muscle loading protocol was measured using a hand-held 

electronic loading equipment. Subjects were told to breathe against the inspiratory resistive 

load until the flow couldn't be sustained any longer. They were then requested to complete a 

breathing trial with a continuous preset inspiratory resistance of 70% of the maximum 

workload obtained throughout the incremental loading protocol. A possible explanation could 

be that more muscles are engaged during a CPET, allowing a limit to task failure to also occur 

peripherally. So, it could be that an inspirational limit was not yet present in some participants. 

With this method of IML, an attempt is made to engage only the inspiratory muscles. 

Metaboreflex 

It was also investigated whether inspiratory muscle fatigue occurred in both genders, looking 

at both the CNSLBP group and the healthy controls. In this study, a difference between men 

and women was established regarding muscle fatigue, in which women showed less fatigue. 

In the low back pain group, a significant difference was found at T2 (T1: p=0.0836; T2: 

p=0.0445; T3: p=0.1549). No significant difference between genders was found in the HC 

group (T1: p=0.2056; T2: p=0.5234; T3: p=0.1807). Nevertheless, women showed only 

negative values which indicates that they did not experience exercise induced fatigue. In 

contrast, men had positive values meaning a reduction between MIP before and after CPET. 

This could indicate that men did experience exercise induced fatigue. This could be explained 

by a variation in metaboreflex between men and women. The metaboreflex is a feedback 

mechanism from the muscles, in which the heart rate increases and the blood flow is 

redirected to the inspiratory muscles, resulting in reducing the blood flow to the extremities 

(Potter 2022) (Dubey, Tiwari et al. 2017). Multiple studies investigated gender differences 

concerning the metaboreflex. Welch et al examined this difference through an isocapnic 

inspiratory pressure-threshold loading (PTL, 60% maximal inspiratory mouth pressure). Nine 

men and nine women had to perform a single bout of constant load isocapnic PTL until task 

failure. They investigated the contractility of the diaphragm prior to and post the loading 

protocol by assessing the transdiaphragmatic twitch pressure. They found that the duration 

to task failure was significantly longer in women and the fatigue accumulated at a slower rate 

(Welch, Archiza et al. 2018). This indicates that the inspiratory muscles of women are better 

preserved against fatigue than those of men.  
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Furthermore, Smith et al also found that women have a weaker metaboreflex compared to 

men, meaning that men presented a higher blood pressure and a decreased limb blood flow 

than women (Welch, Archiza et al. 2018). Ten men and ten women completed inspiratory 

resistive breathing tasks and then different parameters were measured. So according to these 

findings, it supports our findings that inspiratory muscle fatigue occurred less in females. This 

could also explain why muscle fatigue did not occur within both the CNSLBP group and healthy 

control group. In these groups women were also included and thus the metaboreflex could be 

a contributing factor to explain the non-significant results within both groups regarding 

muscle fatigue.  

 

Strengths and limitations  

The study has some limitations. For example, the sample size may have been too small in 

comparison to the sample size calculation. As mentioned before, a total sample size of 32 was 

needed to obtain an adequate power. In this protocol, only 18 participants were included. A 

low sample size indicates insufficient power, this negatively impacts the probability that an 

acquired statistical effect approaches a real effect (Button, Ioannidis et al. 2013). 

A strength of this study is that it took into account matching the baseline characteristics of 

individuals with LBP to healthy controls. More specifically, groups were matched according to 

age, gender and BMI.  

And what about other modalities of sports being used? In this study, the decision was made 

to perform a CPET on a bicycle until task failure occurred. Could the implementation of 

another modality provide significant results? Brown et al. investigated whether IMF could also 

appear after swimming (Brown 2011). Ten experienced swimmers were included and had to 

perform three different swimming distances, namely 100-, 200- and 400 meters. Before and 

after these time trials, MIP was measured and the percentage of IMF was conducted. It was 

shown that IMF did not significantly occur after all-out swims. This can maybe be explained by 

the fact that swimmers have better trained inspiratory muscles because this sport demands 

it. Ohya et al. investigated whether IMF could occur after running. Eight trained women 

completed an 400 m and a 800 m track (Ohya, Yamanaka et al. 2016). MIP was assessed with 

a portable autospirometer before the warm-up and two minutes after the running tests.  
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The results showed that short duration running significantly induced IMF. This was the case 

for both the 400m and the 800m track with IMF values of respectively 10.0% and 15.1%. But 

a limitation of this study that has to be taken into account is that only women were selected 

to be part of this study. And as previously stated, women may be more resistant to fatigue 

than men.  

But what about longer bouts of duration? Loke et al. investigated whether IMF could occur 

after endurance sports, namely marathon running (Loke 1982). Similarly, it could be asked 

whether the duration of exercise could be a contributing factor. Four men completed a 

marathon, diaphragm strength was measured by the maximal inspiratory and expiratory 

pressures. The findings of this study demonstrated that the maximal inspiratory and 

expiratory pressure levels of four runners post-marathon significantly decreased. 

In conclusion it was shown that diaphragm fatigue was not present after a CPET in neither 

healthy persons or persons with CNSLBP. It was also shown in previous studies that with sports 

like swimming, diaphragm fatigue could also not be evoked. A common point of these studies 

was that the average duration of these exercises bouts were between ten and twenty minutes. 

These were certainly not long enough to elicit inspiratory muscle fatigue. In contrast a three 

hour long marathon was able to elicit diaphragm fatigue in healthy persons. A suggestion for 

further studies could be that a minimal duration of forty minutes for untrained persons could 

be adequate. When looking at the population in this study namely CNSLBP which are mostly 

untrained individuals, it is best to keep the modality cycling. Cycling is also proven to be an 

adequate sport to train untrained individual’s endurance.  
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Further investigations 

Some specific recommendations are suggested for further investigations. First of all, the 

sample size should be on a larger scale so that accurate assumptions can be made with enough 

subjects. Furthermore, the duration until task exhaustion should possibly be extended as it 

seems that the diaphragm requires more time to be exhausted (T3 gives better results than 

T1). Because of the metaboreflex, it has been shown that women are better preserved against 

inspiratory muscle fatigue than men, therefore it can be thought that in one way or another, 

women need to become more inspiratory exhausted so that a difference between the sexes 

is not that clear anymore. This can be carried out by using different modalities for the sexes 

or by changing the duration of the task. This can be achieved by starting the exercise test at a 

lower percentage of maximum. In a similar study, it still ought to be important that the 

subjects of two groups are matched for age, BMI and gender (and possible other baseline 

characteristics e.g. sport level (VO2max)). In this study, the option to work with the MIP 

measurement was chosen. Even though this method is considered valid and reliable, other 

methods have been described, namely the so called phrenic nerve stimulation to measure 

transdiaphragmatic pressure. Using this approach, the diaphragm's unique contractile fatigue 

can be seen. The method decreases the involvement of the accessory muscles (Janssens, 

Brumagne et al. 2013). This can possibly lead to more significant results. And finally, a possible 

knowledge gap was mentioned earlier. In a subsequent study, one could work with dividing 

the CNLBP population into subgroups in order to get more of an idea of exactly what kind of 

patients are affected by this. Possible subgroups may involve classifying patients according to 

their score on the MODI scale. 
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6 Conclusion  

First of all, diaphragm strength measured through the MIP was not significantly reduced in 

persons with CNSBLP compared to healthy controls. However, there was a trend towards a 

significantly reduced MIP of 6,4% in this population. Secondly, diaphragm fatigue was not 

statistically significant within both groups. Only at T2 a value of 8.23 % was measurable within 

the CNSLBP group, this value was also not significantly different from T0. A difference in 

diaphragm fatigue between the CNSLBP group and the HC group was also not statistically 

significant immediately, 15 and 30 minutes after the CPET. However, a significant difference 

was found between men and women for diaphragm fatigue, in which women showed less 

fatigue, partly explainable by the metaboreflex. More research is needed at a large-scale level 

to demonstrate an association.  
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